
7-2 The enclosed memo on the autopsy 
situation is far wfroi representing 
developments. There is much that for 
the moment if not fCrever I must keep 
in cofnidence not because it is nec-
essary or ever desirable but because 
it was stipulated, In some cases it 
may not be a figure of speech to say 
that some of these people have lost 
their minds. In one ease I think it 
may have happened. In another I think • 
it impends. And this on personal 
grounds, not even with full under-
standing. I don't think any of the 
zanies and self—Seekers and sick have 
ever oondidered any of the factors in 
this political memo, although the 
political is the first question I 
raised in seeking a dialogue* so long 
ago. In any even, there is chaos 
and greater stupidities than I would 
have though possible, and this makes 
the potential for evil greater unless 
it goes far enough to have the oppo-
site effect, now not impossible. If 
the always0available whores in the 
Wash press in particular are as well 
briefed as I would anticipate, then 
one of the near certainties is that 
Wecht will be ruined by the asking 
of "did you says", with quotations of 
what he has said. With no basis for 
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saying.any of it.- lipme than Garrison at his worst in some ways. One "Long John" 
;show in particular. Thereis no single ,decent andresponsible reporter who can 'be ..uninfluenced by accurate quotation 
by any such whore. I think it likely this is one of the things'that made decisiaa,  to let .Cyril see the stuff easy for 
those who made it. Prior to this stupid-ity and self-disclosure, he could not 
,really have been assailed. He is a really impressive man, an authentic expert in 
his fiMd and his field includes the law. So, sit hack and wait. Meanwhile, the 
front of the jacket is completed,. was while T` dosed last night, when half of 
the front was begun, SEE is making very 
Fast time. Not without hope, H 


